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Abstract
•_ This paper describes a time-history [c] (i) = dampzng matrix for i-th
analysis for rotorcraft dynamics based on substructure
;"_ i dynamical substructures, and non-struc- (i)
_. : tural mathematical and aerodynamic com- {f] = vector of external forces
,i[ ponents. The analysis is applied to for i-th sub-structure,
predict helicopter ground resonance and representing forces and
response to rotor damage. Other applica- moments.
tions illustrate the stability and steady
vibratory responses of stopped and gim- fxl fyl fzl = components of force ap-
._ balled rotors, representative of new plied to a substructure
technology. Desirable attributes expected connection node, Fig. 2,
from modern codes are realized, although Ib
the analysis does not employ a complete
• set of techniques identified for advanced h = time interval in Newmark-
% software. The analysis is able to handle Beta method, Eq. (i0), ,
a comprehensive set of _teady state and sec.
- stability problems with a small library of
components. It has responded to new F = independent coordinate
technologies with timely solutions b} system force Vector, N x 1
" limiting the effort required to implement
new capabilities through its component FD = dependent coordinate ;'
_" structure. Opportunities were taken to system force vector,
reduce development costs by addressing ND x 1
more than one type of problem with a _,
T single component, such as using a minimum F' = matrix, Eq. (21), N x N _._
L- variance controller for trim and vibration
reduction. I = unit matrix, N x N
Notation K = independent coordinate
system stiffness matrix,
B = matrix, Eq. (20), N x N N x N
C = independent coordinate KD = dependent coordinate
system damping matrix, system stiffness matrix,
; N x N N D x ND
CD dependent coordinate [k] (i) = stiffness matrix for
_" system damping matrix, i-th substructure
ND x ND
_- M = independent coordinate
Ct = rotor thrust coefficient system mass matrix,
i NxN
c_ D = matrix, Eq. (15), N x N
_. Paper presented at "Second Decennial MD = systemdependentmassC°°rdinatematrix,
Specialists' Meeting on Rotorcraft Dyna- N D x ND
mics", American Helicopter Society, NASA
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, [m] (:') = mass matrix for the
California, November 7-9, 1984. i-the substructure ,
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= components of moment _* = Newmark-Beta factor _
:_ i mxl myl mzl applied to a substructure
connection node, Fig. 2, _o,_i,_2 = transformation matrices !
ib-ft from which _ is construc-
,' ted, Eq. (9)
1 n = integer step number in
time-history solution, 81 82 83 = angular displacements at
Eq. (i0) a connection node,
Fig. 2, rad. I
_t N = total number of indepen-
dent coordinates in the o = rotor solidity I
assembled system.
* p = rotor advance ratio, non-
ND = total number of coordi- dimensional
nates in the dependent
coordinate vector (ob- _ = rotor azimuth angle, rad
tained by summing the
coordinates for all Q = zotor speed, rad/s " {
substructures) |
[0] = matrix of zeroes
 P= matrix, Eq. (16), N x N
Subscripts
_; Q = matrix, Eq. (17), N x N
_:. n = time index ;
_, {r} (i) = vector of reaction loads
applied to the i-th sub- D = dependent coordinate !
structure system variable
_._[ rxl ry I rzl = components of reaction Superscripts .i
_" force applied to a
/ substructure connection i = i-th substructure !
: node, Fig. 2, ib
T = transpose
= components of reaction
rmxl rmyl rmzl moment applied to a sub- = first derivative with
structure connection node, respect to time
Fig. 2, ib-ft I
= second derivative with
R = matri_ Eq. (_3), N x N respect to time :_
RD = dependent coordinate !
system reaction load
L
vector, ND x 1 Introduction _ _.
t = time, sec In the 1970's dissatisfaction with first
u v w = displacements at a con- generation computer programs for predict- }
nection node, ft ing helicopter performance and dynamic I
behavior motivated the development of the
: {X} (i) = vector of coordinates for Second Generation Comprehensive Helicopter
i-th substructure Analysis System (2GCHAS). The project is
funded by the U.S. Government and is
Xl Yl Zl = rectangular coordinates, managed by the 2GCHAS Project Office at
" Fig. 2 the NASA/Ames Research Center, and in-
volves the participation of industry. The
XD = vector of dependent co- 2GCHAS system aims to provide results for
ordinate_ for the system, several helicopter related engineering
ND x 1, Eq. (3) disciplines, as well as helicopter dyna-mics.
XI = vector of independentco-
_" ordinates for the system, Several approaches were identified as
"_J N x 1 being of potential value for overcoming
,._{ first generation deficiencies. These
= transformation matrix approaches consisted of the use oi a
_I reiating dependent coordi- unifying mathematicai basis, executive-
nares to independent co- based software, and software design and
ordinates Eq. (4), N D x N management methodology.
,a
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.'_, One promising ma1:hematical approach is to Basis of Analysis
separate the d_ami._i structure into
'i several components, or substruct-res, and The helicopter dynamical system is assumed
! subsequently to combine these into a to be made up of dynamical substructures
l system of second order differential and these are automatically assembled into
: i equations. Coupled with automated a coupled system represented by a second
assembly of the components, substructuring order differential matrix equation.
i is expected to enable many problems to be Figure 1 shows a typical substructure
•_ modeled, over_:omJng the lack of breakdown of a helicopter. The method is
versatility cha_:acteristic of first able to assemble components into many
_I ,jeneration systems. Substructuring should combi,.ations and orientations. Coupled
reduce the difficulties of verifying the system response is obtained by integrating
code Dy dividing .he system into easily the differential equation with respect to
:i verifiable parts. Activity can be focused time.
I on areas of new code during the process ofadding new components, making the system
i| more responsive to changes. __ -/ m2,-m_"
In parallel with this, a software execu- ® ENTI-kA_
tive would be used to enhance system _-_,,_,_,o_m
! v_rsatility and usage for components which "_ _m
could not be handled as d_n.amical sub- _ _-O-_E_E.ENr@-mF,LAn _N_LU.
structures, such as post-processing "_ ""
modules and certain types of aerodynamic /_/_/m _
components. // _ , _® ,
Application of _.le techniques o: struc- _//__ _ /'7
tured design, developeu in the software
industry (Ref. I), would help to improve
architecture, and coding standards would \
make code legible. As a result, a secon4 m
generation system would become more pro- _ ,
ductive by being able to lead a _nger L CLCUE_TO-_USE_
useful life _nd would become more credible
because it could be more easily verified.
Finally, software management methodology,
including automated software tools, would Fig. 1 Sample Substructures Used
be u:_d for configuration control of in the RDYNE Rotorcraft
versions of the system by protecting Dynamics Analysis
versions from untested and undocumented )
"'r changes. '!
" ! The cost of applying all the approaches Substructure Assembl_ Method
! mentioned above to create a system with _, }
"i the scope of 2GCHAS appears to be beyond The substructure method employed is the _ _'• resources of any single helicopter Hurty me hod of Ref. 5. The coordinates
i manufacturer. On the other hand, recog- or degrees of freedom of a substructurenizing that benefits might result from (also called physical component) are
application of a part of these approaches, physical and generalized displacements,
I the U.S. ,ndustry developed experimental such as modal amplitudes. The matrix
codes utilizing some of the new concepts equation of motion fcr each _ubstructure
i and limited to solution of dynamic pro- is expressed in mas_, _amping, and stiff-
:"I blems (Refs. 2 to 4). Sikorsky has ness matrix, and force vector _orm.
developed two component-based codes con- Properties o£. the i-th .sub-structure are
misting of the Simplified Vibration [m]_1_q [c]_ I_, [k]7 i,, {f} [i[, and
{. Analysis (SIMVIB) of Ref. 2, and the {r} _ '. These are respectively mass,
I Rotorcraft System Dynamics Analysis damping, and stiffness matrices, and
(RDYNE) described in this paper. Both external force and reaction force vectors.
._ methods utilize the same code for sub- The submatrices for the substructures are
:_ structure assembly, but component collecte4 into _ partitioned diagonal
libraries are diffe.'ent, providing matrix equation which represents the
solutions which differ in technique and system. This partitioned d_agonal matrix
sco@e. In contrast to SIMVIB which equation is
emphasizes harmonic balance solutionr,
• time-historyanalysis. + + = -
the purpose of the paper to describe
":I RDYNE, particularly with a view to its
second generation attributes.
%
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The matrix Mn illustrates the typical form Substitution of the transformation Eq. (4)
of the diagonal matrices as: in E_. (I) _n_ premultiplicatlon of ,
_ _ equation (i) by 8- yields t,:e final equa-
' _! MD = |[m](l[)](2) | tion of motion for the coup.led system. :
L )_. (2) This is[m](i _I + CXI + KXI = F (5)
, The vector of coondinates Xn illustrates The matrices in Eq. (5) are typified
_ the form of the vectors FD _nd RD in Eq. by
(i),_ is N --pTMDP (6) I
i XD =I {X}(1)X 8TFD o_ i
i (3) and the load vector is
{x}(21 F = (71 )
- i The component displacements X may be • ._
_2i recovered from the solutien t Eq. (5), ;
XT, by mapping Eq. (41, and component
- The coordinate vector XD contains uncon- v_locities and accelerations are derived
nected (or internal) coordinates and similarly. With XD and its derivatives
connection node coordinates. When com- Junown, connection node or interface
ponents are to he connected to each other, reactions (e.g., rotor hub shears) may b_
redtmdant coordinates occur in Xn. Fig. 2 determined from Eq. (I). i
shows the translational and _otational
aisplacements, and forces and moments on a = -(M._ + "
connection node. RD FD uu CDXD + _8)
_:, $m'' The transformation matlix 8 is t2e productof three transformations (Ref. 2) which
it ([x'r[RNAL _PLI[D FONf,I[)
: assemble cou._ed systems from _, _,pon,nts
___, whose prope ties are defined in cempoy,ent
f local axes ..,d allow for the use oi modal
"; _ /'y, coordinates. The transformation 8 is
,, , 8 = 8o B1 P2 (9)
" "" /"--. The transformation from dependent co- -.
_ ordinates resolved to local axes with :'
i _ arbitrary angu._ar orientations to depen- !
/ _'0 dent coordinates resolved to a global I
_, N0a "_e "_ reference axis if 8^. The transformatlon _'_,,,,
_ &'_%, from dependent coordinates, referred to a
f%' # global reference axis to coordinates from
,qe" %t (nlK_'tloNIrOttC[) which _edundant coordinates at cornection
nodes have been removed is _s. The trans-f rmation from physical domaln ind pendent
'm, coordinates to coordinates which include
Fig. 2 Displacements and Forces modal coordinates, XI, is _s.
Acting on a Connection Time History SolutionNode of a Substructure
The solution algorithm yielding _lle time
history response is the Newmark-Beta
The synthesis of the equations of motion method descrlled in Ref. G. Displacement
for the coupled s_stem is accomplished by responses are obtained from displacements
a mapping relating the dependent co- known at prior t.im*.s, a_,d from data
ordinates, X,, to a reduced (or indecen- defining the magnitudes of known external
dent) coordinate set, X,. Redundant co- forces acting on the system.
ordinates are eliminst_d by requiring
component displacements to be equal at The vector of coordinates _atisfying Eq.
: connections. The transformation matrix (5) at time step n is denoted (Xl)n. The
relating Xn and X, is denoted by _, and corresponding time is:
th_ mapping" of coo£dinate8 is
XD = B XX (4) tn = _n-i + h (i0)
%
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-_ In Eg. (I0) h is the step size. The P = M + (h/2)C (i/2-8 :_) h2K
integer step number n ranges from one to
" _! the number of steps in the calculation. - (I/4-8*)h3CM-IK (16)
Time t is the initial tlme. Corres_ond-
I ing i_itial conditions are (Xi) O and Q = [M - (1/4 - _*) h2CM-Ic] h (17)(XI)o"
.I When (X,), aPd (X*Jo are specified the R = [(1/2 - 8")I + (1/4 -8")
+ Q(XI)o + + (11) I = unit matrix
B = 2M - (I-28"j h2K (20)
Matrices D, P, Q and R are functions of M, F' = M - (h/2)C + 8*hZK (21)C, and K in Eq. (5), time step h, and
factor _* (tee equations (15) through The dimensions of matrices in Eqs. (15)
(21)). They have dimensions NXN where N through (21) are NXN where N is the
is the size of X_ in Eq. (5). The factor dimension of the vector of independent
8" is the Newmar_-Beta Factor. Values of coordinates X Iranging from 0 o 0.25 can be input to
the program. The zactor 8" is used to
control the variation of acceleration Main Features of Computer Program
_. assumed in the time interval (see remarks
| in Ref. 6). A numerical solution with 8* The top-level structure of the computer
program reflects the component basis of
= 0.25 is unconditionally stable. Force the analysis. Dynamical components are
vectors F. and F are known external substructures which obey second order
forcing functions a_ to and t I. differential equatio.,s which can be
After the solution (XI) l is known, suc- assembled into coupled dynamical systems.Non-dynamical components include several
' cessive solutions are Obtained from the types of section aerodynamic and inflow
recursion formula: models, and a component for trim and
vibration reduction.
= D-I -F'
(Xl)n+l [B(X1)n (Xl)n'l Top-Level Structure of Program
The top 16vel structure of the RDYNE
I + _*h2 (Fn+I + (I/_-2)F n + Fn_])] (12) computer program is shown in Fig. 3 and
reflects the component basis of the
The NxN Matrices B and F' are known program, showing a separation into com-
functions o_ M, C, and K, step size h, and ponent-dedicated and component-independent
factor 8" (_e Eqs. (20) and (21)). areas. This organization is responsible _. I
Equation (12) may be used to restart for several desirable attributes. _ "
solutions from solutions calculated up to :.
++° [ I I i-- READ INPUT READ iNPUTFOR FORThe additional assumption is made in the COMPONENTI COMPONENTZ
program code that the force F.+ 1 linearly _ _
extrapolates the forces Fn an_ F, I" For
intervals of time h this a,s_mption ,.o_us.¢.. ,_) } .oR_s.c.x," 'equal AND F FOR AND F FOR
reduces to : [ JCOMPONENT I [ ]('_M_NT 2
7 ---7---
Fn+l 2Fn Fn_1: - (13) 1 i i_,eL,
S,C,K _0 (_
end Eg. (12) becomes: F
= D" 1 TIM( I] (Xi)n+] [B(XI)n - F'(XI)n.1 + h2Fn] (14) LOOP n_UCF.SET ITO IND(#_rND(NT _)
t COOROS IOOF's) I
Eq. (13) allows for the insertion of I
I s_'v( Iaerodynamic forces w_ich are functions of COU_'LZO ®x. and X,, by assuming F to be a function IrOUATION
of X I and its derivatives at a prior time. i
Matrices in £qs. (ii), (12), and (14) are: @I ,
D = M + (h/2)C + _*h2K (15) Fig. 3 RDYNE F,_in-line Program _'
Flow Cha:t .
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_| Component routines are required for each storage requirements are limited to the
dynamical component listed in Table i and components selected, allowing resources to
i a typical organization is shown in Fig. 3. be tailored to each problem and to be less
! Component input and processing blocks form than the resources for the most comprehen-
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices and sive problem. Verification, modification,
aerodynamic and g_avitational loads at the and addition of components is confined to
component level. Component-independent component routines, making the system more
code performs assembly of substructures responsive to change requirements. User
into a coupled system, reduction to and programmer experiences and data on
independent coordinates, and solution of execution sp_ed have confirmed the above z
the equations. An interpretive routine attributes. !
(not shown in Fig. 3) reads names of
selected components and corresponding Dynamical Substructures I
input, and is followed by processing which
utilizes component element numbers and All dynamical substructures, except modal i
connection node numbers (Fig. 1) and structures (see text below) employ co-
component orientations to assemble com- ordinates which are unconnected (or
_onents into a coupled system, internal) coordinates, and connection :
coordinates '_hich enable the substructL..'e
Non-dynamical components include several to be assemEled with other substructures
types of section aerodynamic and rotor through the equating of displacements at
inflow models, and a component for trim the connection. With the exception ofa d vibration reduction. The components modal stru ures, it is necessary for each
resemble dynamical components by having substructlre to include six equations of
°J dedicated input and processing routines equilibriu_ corresponding to the six
but otherwise do not behave like dynamical displaceme:.ts at the connection node shown
substructures because they c_mot be in Fig. 2, to enable it to be coupled to
assembled into dynamical systems by th_ any other _,ubstructure.
assembly method described previously. :_A noteworthy difference between dyn_nical
_! Usage and uI_derstanding of the program are substructures (Table i) is that the blade
_I faci!_tated by ability of the program to models contain matrices which are explicit
limit input data to components selected by functions of time while the fuselage and
the user for his particular problem. This matrix structure in Table 1 have constant
contrasts with first generation systems matrices. Explicit time dependence occurs
which required an understanding of the from a resolution of blade hub loads to a
input for the most comprehens±ve problem non-rotating axis system (Fig. 2) to
even when preparation of only a part of derive the connection node equilibrium
this input was required. Processing and equations. This allows the transformation
Table 1 - Dynamical Components in the RDYNE Analysis
!
Component Description _'_
l
Elastic Blade Normal modes elastic blade with flatwise,
edgewise, and torsion elastic modes (Ref. 8), !!
augmented to include six hub displacements,
and expressed in M, C, K, and F forms.
!
Articulated Blade Simplified model containing a subset of the !.
coordinates applicable to the elastic blade.
Modal Structure Structure expressed in terms of normal
mode coordinates.
Matrix Structure Generalized structure with fully populated
_" M,C, and K matrices.
*:I Prescribed Force Substructure providing for the application i
t¢ any component of a harmonically varying }
force of specified amplitude and phase. I
Fixed Absorber Vibration absorber which may be attached
to any other substructure in the non-rotating J
J system. !i
I
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J matrix @ in Eq. (4) to be independent of
"I time, and can be shown to justify the
i transformation of the dependent cocrdinate
l Eq. (I) to the independent coordinate Eq.
I (s). _ /, ......
!. The theory of Ref. 8, available in older //__
, codes at Sikorsky, was used as the basis
l of the elastic blade model (Fig. 4) to
minimize the labor required to code and
check *he model, and because this model
ha_ be n substantiated through extensiv
comparisons with test data. Although the /_J_ _/
, blade model is available in older codes, ,.m.u_.,,_ \,,I completely new coding was written to con- ,,_c,_
form to the component basis and legibility
requirements of RDYNE. The equations for
the internal coordinates were augmented Fig. 4 Schematic of Elastic Blade
with six hub equilibrium equations corre- Substructure
sponding to hub connection node coordin-
ates. The equations also were reduced to
M, C, K, and F forms.
Table 2 - Mathematical and Aerodynamlc Components
Component Description
Ti.,_ History Component used to integrate the equations
• Integration Method of motion with respect to time which
employs the Newmark-Beta finite difference
method of Ref. 6.
Trim Controller Minimum varzance controller used for rotor
trim and coupled system vibration
reduction (Ref. i0).
Environment Input Component defining the properties of the
_I atmosphere.
._I Aerodynamic Model simplified formula-based section aero- ;
Type 1 dynamic model for conventional airfoils.
Aerodynamic Model Table look-up section aerodynamic model '"
Type 2 for conventional airfoils. _
,I
j Aerodynamic Model Simplified formula-based section aero-
Type 3 dynamic model for circulation control
] airfoils (Ref. 7).
!J Aerodyramic Model Table look-up section aerodynamic modelType 4 for circulation control airfoils.
Rotor Inflow Type 1 Momentum-based uniform rotor inflow
•i component.
I Rotor Inflow Type 2 Variable rotor induced inflow component,
using a matrix of wake influence co-
efficients, calculated by the method
: described in Ref. 9 and transmitted to
RDYNE.
Rotor Inflow Type 3 Momentum-based annulus inflow for hover
applications.
Rotor Inflow Type 4 Glauert inflow consisting of steady and
first harmonic azimuthal and linear radial
variations of inflow.
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._ The modal structure is an exception to the achieved of variable inflow to rotor re-
coordinate classification for other sponse in RDYNE without having to rely on
substructures. Thls substructure employs a procedure involving iterative coupling
the normal modes of a substructure as of large programs, such as that used for
coordinates and has constant mass damping, SIMVIB in Ref. 2.
and stiffness matrices, and can be used to
represent fuselages, and other systems, Trim and Vibration Reduction
described in the applications. Each such
structure is allowed to have up to five A departure was made with older derive-
connection nodes, at which elements of the tire-based trim determination methodology
_t modal matrix for each r )rmal mode are by treating the trim problem as an opti-
defined, comprising three translations and mization problem, and the opportunity was
three rotations, with the directions shown taken to solve both the trim problem and
in Fig. 2. The substructure is coupled to the vibration reduction problem. The code
others by expressing physical displace- for the controller was derived from the
ments at a connection as a summation of vibration reduction program described in
• modes, to deline _2' in Eq. (9). Ref. I0.
A minimum variance controller was imple- i
_i The aerodynamic generalized forces in the mented which utilized an unconstrained
' blade components are obtained from appli- minimization formulation to reduce dif-
_ cation of blade element theory and by ferences between a target trim state,
L|
_. invoking the section aerodynamic and corresponding to specified steady hub :,c_
_._ inflow components listed in Table 2 to loads, and components of steady hub loadsdefine aerodynamic properties for the actual rotor state. The transfer
_.|
_ matrix relating hub loads to control
_I Aerodynamic Components inputs is initially calculated by a
I difference method from the results of
_ Four section aerodynamic and four inflow perturbations to the control vector and
r., models are available, and are listed in subsequently is identified by a Kalman
_ Table 2. The section aerodynamic models filter procedure, which is able to
" include formula-based and table look-up speedily identify the transfer matrix. A !
methods. Input to the formula-based scalar performance index embodies tb.e
section Aerodynamic Model Type 1 consists objectives to be minimized and differenti-
- of lift curve slope, maximum lift coeffi- ation of the performance index with re-
cient, and coefficients required in spect to the control variables yields an
expressions for drag and moment curves, optimal control state vector. Controls
This simple model is used when data on are updated according to the optimal
section characteristics are not accurately formula at user-specified intervals.
known, such as in blade damage simula-
tions. Aerodynamic Model Type 2 is used Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of
to provide bivariant tables of charac- application of the method to a four-bladed
teristics expressed as functions of conventional rotor on a rigid support.
angle-of-attack and Mach number, obtained The simulation employs a single elastic _ Ifrom wind tunnel tests, blade and multiplies the steady loa _.v a
_- factor of four to define the rotor ds.
To link an aerodynamic component to a Figures 5 and 6 show that sever_ "Jm
blade component, _%e user specifies in the objectives may be specified and b .II- I
input to the blade component the element taneously achieved. Jnumber of the aerodynamic compoDent, whichis followed by corresponding input data or
file names defining the location of data.
The linkage procedure provides consider-
able latitude for using different aero-
dynamic components on different b_ades and
blade sections, and has been well received
by users.
e
i ; Rotor induced variable inflow is embodied
J in geometric influence coefficients trans-
mitted to a file from an existing program
t_ I external to RDYNE (Ref. 9). The wake form
_'_, is a skewed helix and its geometry is
' _ assumed to depend on advance ratio, RDYNE
_! determines by an iterative method wake
circulations which are consistent with the
inflow influencing blade section aero-
dynamic loads. A strong coupling is
'I 160 _,
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HURLOAO The same app:oach lends itself to vibra-
LI.OR tion reduction, with the vector of con-
Le._. trolled variables containing coefficients
_'_ • /LI_ of vibratoly loads or accelerations at the
blade passage frequency or at multiples of
this frequency. Figures 7 and 8 show the
effects of blowing controls on vibratory
I hub loads for a circulation control rotor,
I0._ I and the corresponding control state for
l selected blowing harmonics. • A singlePROPULS,VE blade analysis was used for this appli-
l n ./ FORCE cation although RDYNE is not limited to a
L<.,.j/I ¥ single blade and can be used to reduce
, _, i (_ elastic airframe vibrations for a multi-
o 'I _ ' [! _-J _ blade rotor system.
i 1! ROTORREVOLUTIONS
/ --
I ROLLING MI ' [ J
I MOMENT ! /
-_ INITIAL TRANSFER IN. I I
-20.0_1 -- MATRIX CALCULATIONS
Fig. 5 Effects of Minimum Vari- , ! I/ b%_ .K
ance Controller on Steady '* I "
Hub Lo_.ds For A Conven- _I .-_
tional Rotor .-_-_-.-I
.lio, IATRIX LATERAL_ COI_NI[FOflCl
_CUtA_OW
CONTROL t
ANGLE .. )
DEG. A0 ..
10- i
LOAD
i 811 u_
@ --
i AI l _,U0 . TICALO MN! FOItCl •
I I
'I ' ' ' I o0 I
, / / .o,o..o,ooo.
.l,llll - MATRIX
CALCULATION
•5 i (I I VIIIITICAL 4P ¢OIWNI fO_C|1 ,o/s I
4L_ I
-10
Fig. 7 Effects of Minimum Vari-
INITIALTRANSFERMATRIX ance Controller on 4 Per
CALCULATION Rev Hub Loads For Cir-
culation Control Rotor
Fig. 6 Effects of Minimum Vari-
ance Controller on Trim
Control xlariables For A
Conventional Rotor
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!" _ The analysis is configured to hermit
. °p_ selection of rotor load or vibration
F objectives, singly on in different com-
/ hinations, and Figs. 9 and I0 show the
_ / L _mbined effects of application of
/ ,J mechanical controls to achieve trim and
"" I vibratory hub load reduction./
A
_. 0 _"_% K, ._ .....
Io I.../
_t_ J /_\
I \ ' I
• . , , ,
• - m
I
-_4-_ Fig. 8 Effects of Minimum Vari- _ ........
_7 ance Controller on Control -_._"'_
Variables For Circulation ' _ _I _.
Control Rotor t
.le
I|| ,
Vu
• 1,Jim _
I '
• " '" " I:',_ ' " " ,_, " '
" " _,,._,m Ii, VI/_ . _-,_,,";_.'^ , 0, ,_
4] _mm J v I" II % I "%s _" ......... mm
•L_ I
""' ! _ /'}_ Fig. i0 Control Input History for
_j k_ v--_0 , - "" Simultaneous Trim and
_.. I , , Vibration Reduction on a
_ Conventional Rotor
I _ _ ,_
_'_ -F;._-_E';,,,,, I ...._ .
"J i''I
.._,, _ _ v
Fig. 9 Simultaneous Trim and
Vibration Reduction on a
_'JJ Conventional Rotor
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It is seen that a comprehensive solution
/ such as the use of a single minimum
variance controller for trim and vibration
_ reduction can be used to reduce develop- RDYNE ANALYSIS
merit costs by addressing more than one O STABLE
• type of problem. • UNSTABLE FLOOUETAN_YSIS
_.pplications
,50 Applications a_e described which show the 9000.
- comprehensive ability of RDYNE to handle
stability and steady state vibratory load !
:" problems using a small number of elements
and a time-history basis. Applications to [• • O O O
new technologies are described. _ _ 6000. O O
-. Ground Resonance Stability _ STABLE _; UNSTA8_ STABLE
in early 1979 RDYNE was evaluated for its _ 3000, O O _"• • • • O O
=? ability to predict ground resonance sta-
_ bility involving the coupling of several *_- 2_ _ _ 3_ ;%' articulated blades of the type shown in
_ Table 1 to an elastic airframe. The ROTORSPEED, RPM
elastic airframe was represented by a
_, modal component (Table i). The values of
_. damping of the coupled systems were Fig. 12 Stability Boundaries !
_ calculated from the decay in the responses Predicted by RDYNE And A
:" of modal displacements in the airframe. Floquet Analysis For A
'- FFT processing was not used. Figure ii Rotor With A Failed Lag
_ compares the percentage damping predicted Damper
/ by RDYNE with results from a linear
stability analysis (Ref. Ii) and shows
very satisfactory agreement. Figure 12
compares stability boundaries from RDYNE Non-symmetric Rotor and Damage Simulation
with a Floquet solution (Ref. 12) for a
rotor with a failed lag damper and again
_: The advent of RDYNE created new oppor-
shows good agreement. The analysis is now
used in a routine manner at Sikorsky to tunities for studying non-symmetric rotor
determine the stability of systems with and failure/damage simulations. %
failed lag dampers. It is seen that the
tlme-history method can comprehensively The program was applied to a BLACK HAWK _i
rotor to simulate the response of a
treat problemSand whichFloquetw remethods.SOlvedby rotor/drive train system to lightning !eigensoluti n
induced damage to one of the blades. The _.:_
effects of lightning were determined by
,_- passing electric currents through a
portion of blade in ground tests. The
am.-. aerodynamic characteristics of the blade
u_,,,,,u, after damage were estimated from its
o,_,_, appearance and were loaded in a input to
t._ the simplified section aerodynamic model
listed in Table 2. The normal modes of
:. "_" the drive train were inserted in the input
• [ 0 to the modal component to represent the_ i ,_ seven comporLent drive train. Results from
u,,,,_ _ the program without blade damage were used
• J as initial conditions for a restart
solution with the damaged blade. Figures
i 13 and 14 show blade and drive train re-
\: i _,_"_ sponses be:/ore and after the damage. A
_- ; drive train schematic is also _hown in
,,_ -,. Figure 14. The transition from four-per-
.. _ rev to once-per-rev responses is evident.
_t.! ii Ground Resonance StabilityFig.
_.._ Comparison Between RDYNE
._, _ and L_near Stability
._2_I Analysis
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Fig. 14 Drive Train Responses to
•_ Fig. 13 Effects of Blade Damage on Rotor Damage For A Coupled
1 Time Histories of Blade Rotor/Drive Train System "_"
_ i Responses For A Ccupled _-,
L-! Rotor/Drive Train System
The use of the modal component for the the first elastic flatwise mode of a
. drive train in this problem and its use as hingeles_ rotor blade stopped at 135
an airframe in the ground resonance degrees azimuth. At the divergence speed
problems shows that versatility and the frequency of the mode is zero and the
; reduced development cost can be achieved modal damping becomes infinite. The
,' through using a single type of component divergence speed agreed well with results
for different types of problems, predicted by the doublet lattice theoTy in
the NASTRAN analysis. The abili'_y of
_, Stopped and Gimballed Rotors RDYNE to successfully model fixed lifting
._-! surfaces by means of an elastic blade
Stopped an_ gimballed rotors are new component, originally derived for rotary
techno._.ogies to which RDYNE has been wing applications, is the result ofapplied and for which it has provided designing this blade component for mul-
timely solutions, tiple applications. In contrast to the
original derivation in Ref. 8, which
Rotors which are stopped have no centri- non-dimensionallzed variables by rotor
fugal stiffening and have to be checked speed, the ne_ equations were left in
for bending divergence when in the swept- dimensional f_rm, allowing the non-
forward position. Figure 15 shows the rotating case to he treated without
increase with forward speed in damping of difficulty.
\
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coriolis forces. Lower blade loads and
!_' design is an exceptionally clean aero- •
• ! dynamic form.
Tests have been conducted with a 4.4 ft
i _"_ i radius model. Comparisons shown below areD_ for a stiff inplane rotor tested in a
" _ hover rig from 350 to 650 rpm, and for a
• ms,_-_ soft inplane rotor tested at advance
•.i i _) ratios between .15 and .45, and Ct/c
J_ ! b_ between .06 and .ii.
, , _" RDYNE was applied to this rotor to evalu-
"\ i at, its stability and vibratory load
i v._,wnmm, be! _vior. The analysis was modified zn a
("'q period of two weeks to include the matrix
Dig. 15 Divergence of a 45 Degree substructure listed in Table 1 to simulate
Forward-Swept Stopped the gimbal. The short development was
i Rotor Blade evidence o " hhe responsiveness of a •
: _ component-b_ method to new technology.
%_i /__ The rotor/support system used in modeltests wa_ reprebe,'ted by means of fourFLEXIBLE BLADE
/ / \\ ,.TER,AL /--,OOTFA,R,NG elastic blades, a _aatrix substructure with
__ two connection nodes representing the
gimbal, and a n_rmal mode structure
_i representing the support (Fig. 17). The
upper connection node of the matrix
substructure was attached tc the elastic
_. blades, and the lower connection at the
pivot bearing was attached to the normal
mode support. The properties input to the
• F,XEDP,TC" matrix substructure were established by i
/ __:*";._.APE deriving gimbal mass, damping, and stiff-
_. ______ _,t_,_,,_._..._...= ness elements by the Lagrangian method.
_/ _ Stability results were obtained by means i '_: of a moving block method, and a singleblade simulation was used to calculate the
.UB*ND_O. trim state of the gimbal rotor in level ¢
• flight.
I_ GIMBAL
• I _ SPHERICAL PIVOT BEARING _ (MATRIX STRUCTURE)
Fig. 16 General Arrangement of J
Dynaflex Rotor Hub and
Schematic of Elastic
'_' Gimbal
. _ The Dynaflex gimballed rotor is a new /
<.i concept under development at Sikorsky _^,._ _ _ MODAL
• SUPPORT
:.-i which incorporates unique features (Ref.
-_._, 13). Utilizing composite materials, the
central hub is gimbal-mounted relative to
,_j the shaft achieving a universal joint //_ //
action with a spring restraint to the
, tilting motion (Fig. 16). The arrangement Fig. 17 Substructures Used to
is less cumbersome than a mechanical Represent the Dynaflex
.:J universal joint, and greatly reduces Rotor
165 _,
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"" Figure 18 compares test and analysis _ ' rAe • _...... 'm u] '
predictions of gimbal system frequencies o,_,._.o_ ,._., am,-
Iand dampings in hover. Figure 19 compares o,_,._-0,, u ir ,._.,.,.mtest and analysis results for bending n o o ,._,_ mCrC_r ,mfrm_T*. im,,_mmoments in level flight. Edgewise mode _ cr_ ,_,.m_dampings established from a gauge on themoving blade are compared in Fig. 20. The _
hover stability comparisons are quite good l i
' as are flatwise bending moment variations ,_-
_i° with forward speed. The edgewise bending _o,"m_ _a [ t
moments and stability in forward flight =" n'_ ' . _are overpredicted. _'.,,_L _I_ i
O.E O.4
-. M, _ | | O_ ! RDYNI[" ITStF: I l |
O I CTI _I3MA" 0M /k O _ ' TF.JITDATA ,118_ FT/I l
_/_ r'h ¢T I _GAiA - 0 tl
?! !)
' o_,.,.e 100 -;
,_ 0.? 0.4
ADUe_CER_TI0,,U
_'- • am 750 e I I
:. O *CT_tAA-OOI /% O (_, _EI_*OATA, STSFI_
O tl_
_IAAD
m, wm _ ,_,.uasoo • .
OIM|N_IONAL • • _
, . _ {3 _ • ,',;- _ _
°' ' ' ' 9 '_etl _ (DI;G)
0,a 0,4
' o o o Fig. 19 Comparison of Vibratory
o o o o oO , o o _ Bending Moments for a
: ,I Dynaflex Model Rotor in
.... _, ' ,_ Level Flight.
Fig. 18 Comparison of Predicted
:_:j Frequencies and Dampings
ii with Test Data For a Dyna-
_ flex Model Rotor in Hover.
=.
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i , i American Helicopter Soclety, Vol 25,
• O._'_T""U'm"_ NO. 3, July 1980, @p. 22-28.
40 • _ ,TE_ _T_ Tm P_ED _ _71Si TE_ _ ,_ Tm _EEO S74FT_--
• 5. Hurty, W.C., "Dynamic Analysis ofE_m l
_,_ Structural Systems Using ComponentT_
Modes," AIAA Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4,
• 1965, pp. 678-685.
_ • 6. Chan, S.P., Cox, H.J., and Benfield,
o a W.A., "Transient Analysis of Forced
I0- _ _ % o _ Vibrations or Complex Structural -
Mechanical Systems," Journal cf the
o a Royal Aeronautical Society, Vol. 66,
' ' July1962,pp 457-460
_ ' o!, I o., • •
7. Chopra, I. and Johnson, W. , "Flap-
Lag-Torsion Stability of Circulation
Fig. 20 Comparison of Blade - Controlled Rotors in Hover,"
Edgewise Stability fo! a American Helicopter society 34th
Dynaflex Model Rotor in Annual National Forum, May 1978.
Level Flight.
8. Arcidiacono, P.J., "Prediction of
Rotor Instability at High Forward
Concluding _emarks Speeds - Volume 1 - Steady Differen-
tial Equations of Motion for a
An analysis utilizing dynamical substruc- Flexible Helicopter Blade with
tures and non-structural components has Chordwise Mass Unbalance," USAAVLABS
confirmed several desirable attributes TR 68-i8A, February 1969.
expected fr m modern codes. These attri-
butes include the ability to handle a 9. Landgrebe, A.J., and Egolf, T.A.,
comprehensive set of problems with a small "Rotorcraft Wake Analysis for Predic-
library of components, zupported by the tion of Induced Velocities," USAAMRDL
ability to treat steady state vibratory TR 75-45, 1976.
and stability problems within a time- i
history framework. The analysis has i0. Davis, M.W, "Development and Evalua-
responded to new technologies with timely tion of a Generic Active Helicopter
solutions for advanced rotor concepts, by vibration Controller," American
limiting the ef_-;t required to implement Helicopter society 40th Annual
capabilities through its component struc- National Forum, Arlington, Virginia,
ture. Comprehensive solutions, such as May 1984.
the use of a single minimum variance con-
troller for trim and vibratioD reduction, ii. Johnston, R.A. and Cassarino, S.,
have reduced development costs by address- "Helicopter Rotor Stability Analy-
ing more than one type of problem, sis," USAAMRDL-TR-75-40, 1976.
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DISCUSSION
Paper No. 11
DEVELOPMENTAND APPLICATION OF A TIME-HISTORY ANALYSIS FOR ROTORCRAFT DYN_ICS
BASED ON A COMPONENT APPROAUH
_, Robert Sopher
and
Daniel W. Hallock
Marty Schroeder, Solar Energy Institute: You have talked about the modularity of your code and
the flexibi!ity of it--can you give some indication of the size of the code--RAM and ROM?
Sopher: It's actually 4 megabytes now. We are upgrading the IBM System to 8 megabytes so we I
.,_ are not that concerned about the size. We are not interested in overlay. At some point in time ,
we may be interested in an executive which brings in only the routines that a user is interested
in applying wb_ch would compile and link-edit the routines in object time to create a module
_" which he was interested in using. So that's something we are interested in. i'
Ed Austin, U.S. Army Applied Technolog_ Laboratory: I have just re_m_ of questions I would like
to ask. I'll try to cut it down to Just a few. First, with regard to the aerodynamics. Have J
you given any consideration to the way your executive might handle aerodynamics that are not
just a function of the current state but are dependent on previous events, maybe values of the
state vector or other dependent parameters?
_,j Sopher: We have given some consideration to that. For example, if you take the case of a
"_] general response in two-dimensional linear flow to an arbitrary impulse _ngle of attack change ,_
the response is provided by the Wagner function. In order to calculate the resulting lift you
_._" need to retain a history of what has happened to the motion and then you apply the kernel func- }
tion to that. It's a very simple thing, actually. So as far as I can see in that particular !.
_" application all you h_',eto do is store the hlst_ry of the motion somewhere in the prog.am. In !
_i regard to other types of application I haven't _lly thought about anything other than that.Are you concerned about, say, a time-history representation of variable inflow?
Austin: Something like that, yes.
So___: [I have] not really thought about that very much.
Austin: Another question regarding your algoritPuns for your controller. You showed all your i
t variables as nice continuous functions of time. Do you actually treat them that way or do you
-_ only look at them once per revolution?
So___: No. They go like this. They are uiscontinuous so really what I should have drawn was
a set of . . . it would look something like a bar chart, but I Just drew a smooth curve through ,,
that.
_ustin: But what kind of algorithm is it that actually performs your convergence? _ {,
Sophe£: Well, the objective function is a weighted square of the things you want to minimize.
For example, say, you want to achieve a certain level of lift. It Is the square of the differ- I
"" ence between the target value of the lift and the actual llft as harmoniJally analyzed in the
program, say, a steady value of lift. Now that is weiEhued by a weighting function. In addi- |
tlon to that we have weights that are applied to the control vector as well and the purpose of I
that _s to try to limit the magnitude of the excursions of the controls because this is an
unconstrained minimum optimization _pproach. We haven't tried to use a constraint optimization
approach because if you go to any of those programs llke COPES/CO_'MIN or ADS it's an incredibly
large code and itself would equal the size of this program. So tt s was the simple approach
. [that was] adopted. The relationship between the change in the state of tl,evariables which are
being used to control the system and the controlled state is obtained through what we call the
! T-matrlx. That's identified subsequently by a Kaman filter method. As a matter of fact, I
should make some acknowledgements here. Originally the controller was developed by John
_ Molusis; Bob Taylor, who Is with Boeing Vertol, wen_ into further developments on it; an..
then our research labs carried out further developments. We had to reconflgure it considerably
i before it could be usefully used in RDYNE.Austin: How often i that controller updated?Sopher: Well, as often as you like. The user has the ability to define how often he wants to
do it, but I believe in applications that we have typically it's after each revolution or after
._ 2 revs or something llke that. There are people who use the program who are more experienced in
answering that question. It's undergoing falrly intenslve use now.
Austin: You show some Floquet results. Do you use the one-pass or the N-pass approach?
, i. ®i
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Sopher: No, those results were obtained by means of a tiue-history response. But ! compared
i with Gene HammOnd's Floquet solution. We Just use log decrement on that. In order to get the
stability of the Dynaflex System we used a moving block method. As a matter of fact we haven't
built the moving block into the program. Bob Goodman developed his own little post-processor.
I think what would happen Is you can eliminate some of the concerns about respo_siveness in
terms of time for providing stability results by building a post-processor into the program.
:., That would address some of the conJerns people have about the comparative efficiencies of aero-
ela_tlc stability methods versus time-history methods.
1 Atlstin: One fi)_l question. Do you have your aerodynamics and dynamics integrated _nto one
program or they separate programs coupled by JCL?
i So, her: They are integrated into one program.
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